You must be peace
I am White Eagle.
Say this to my people –
May peace be upon you. Do not long for peace. You must be peace. You must
offer yourself as Peace. You must make a bonfire of love and let it burn brightly for
all the world to see. The flame of peace will orbit the earth, arising from that fire.
Every tent will be lit with the fire for peace and no war shall ensue but only peace
may come upon them.
Stoke the fire, raise it high. Lift it up. Let the sparks fly. Follow the sparks, for
they have sparks of wisdom and truth that fly into every heart and every mind that
will receive them. Let them fly with arrows of intent to meet their mark, to impress
upon each sentient being the necessity for peace.
Do not be overwhelmed. This fire is passionate and intense and it will burn no one.
It will fire the desire for peace and immolate the weapons of war. It will inhabit
every heart and every mind and every soul.
Make the arrow straight. Let it fly. Let the point meet its mark. And may the
message it bears penetrate every atom of your being until no other message burns
as brilliantly as the light and love that rises up from that fire, for the fire is Divine.
It comes from the One, the One Great Spirit, wholly Divine, completely pure.
Singe your hearts with the coals of this fire. The burning embers purify all. And
may that growing light within ignite a fire within you so great that all the world will
see and it too will catch on fire! Like lightning, let this message move through the
earth and strike all within its path.
There is but one Divine Mind and we within that Mind are all One. There is no
separation. We are all one. The fire that lights and burns within each heart and soul
and mind is the same fire in the Divine Mind. That fire lights all – all that is and all
that ever will be. The fire makes no distinctions. The fire penetrates all. It reduces
all to ashes. It raises up the phoenix again that lives forever and ever.
Rise up, dear friends, speak your truth. Let the fire within burn. Do not hesitate to
speak Love and Light to all. Bless you, dear friends. I am with you.
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